The Deadly Parallel

National Farmers Union Chief From So. Dakota Attacks AAA in Michigan Speeches While 4 Northwest State Unions Praise It

Evrsson Speaks in Michigan

Evrsson's Neighbors Speak

**Potato Control Plan Effective December 1 1935**

90 Cents Bushel Is The Passing Point On Next Crop

No Matter What Happens, We Will Control Production

Conditions Show It's Control or Chaos For U. S. Farmers, Davis Says

By Chester Davis

**Adjustment Programs Have Paid Out**, settlement of the Farm Bureau farm families, has been published in the form of a book by the National Farmers Union and Cooperative Union of America. This book, entitled "The Advocate of Small Farmers," contains a history of the AAA and its activities, including its methods of payment to farmers. The book also includes a discussion of the various adjustment programs that have been implemented and their effectiveness in helping farmers. It is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the history of the farm movement and the role of the AAA in helping farmers during the Great Depression.
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Farmers Union and the AAA

In this article, the Michigan Farmer's Union voices their concern over the effects of the AAA on the agricultural community. They express their desire to free the country from the burden of the AAA and its programs, which they see as unconstitutional and counterproductive to the interests of farmers.

A Midnight Shower

Here's a story about an unexpected rainfall and its impact on the crops.

Wheat Experience on Several Thousand Farms Proves... The Point

This section discusses the impact of rainfall on wheat crops, highlighting the importance of understanding weather patterns and their effects on agriculture.

Behind the Wheel

This article provides insights into the role of farmers in driving the economy and the importance of their work.

NO MIDDLE GROUND FOR AGRICULTURE ON ORGANIZATION

The article argues for a strong and unified approach to agricultural organization, emphasizing the need for a collective voice in the face of challenges.

If it's Eggs You're After

This piece provides information on the egg industry, including tips on selecting the best eggs and understanding their role in agriculture.

GREEN VALLEY BRAND

Farm Bureau Paints

This section discusses the benefits of using Farm Bureau Paints for various applications, including roofs, fences, and cars.

Farm Bureau Services, Inc.

Citizens of Tomorrow

The article discusses the importance of agricultural education and the role of the primary school in fostering a generation committed to agriculture.

Michigan Bell Telephone Co.

This section highlights the role of the telephone in providing rural communities with access to information and services.

Michigan University of Agriculture

The article emphasizes the importance of agricultural education and the role of universities in advancing the field.

FARM BUREAU SERVICES, INC.

This section provides information on the services offered by Farm Bureau Services, including insurance and financial planning.

Michigan Bell Telephone Co.

The article discusses the significance of the telephone in connecting rural communities with the larger world.

Farm Bureau Services, Inc.

This section highlights the importance of agricultural education and the role of universities in advancing the field.

Michigan University of Agriculture

The article emphasizes the importance of agricultural education and the role of universities in advancing the field.

Michigan Bell Telephone Co.

This section provides information on the services offered by Farm Bureau Services, including insurance and financial planning.
FOOTNOTE QUESTIONS

LOk FOR MOTIVE

BEHIND AAA WAR,

POTATO MEN TOLD

Farmers Should Reflect on

Patriots as a Source of

Wisconsin is one of the

1. What was the primary purpose of the AAA during the war?
2. How did the AAA impact the agricultural sector?
3. What was the reaction of farmers to the AAA policies?

FOOTNOTE QUESTIONS

FOOTNOTE QUESTIONS

Genuine Fire Insurance Protection

In today's world, where fires are a common occurrence, having the right insurance protection is crucial. A steer made up only of porthouse steaks and rib roasts would be as much of an oddity as a ten-legged horse or a tree that produced nuts, but not apples. It is because there is little of a steer can be cut into rib roasts and porthouse steaks (an average of 20%), and they are lined in such a manner, that they cost considerably more than the less demanded cuts. Only about 53 percent of the average live steer sent to market is meat. Only about 20 percent of the dressed carcass consists of the rib and loin—the parts most in demand. Less than half of this loin is made up of porthouse and club steaks—the choicest parts of all. The choice cuts of beef are in ways to greater demand, while some others move slowly. In order to get rid of all cuts of beef equally well, retailers necessarily maintain a wide range of prices on the various cuts and sell them at prices which will dispose of them promptly. Thus, porthouse steaks may be selling for several times the price per pound of the less demanded portions, which must be priced at a great deal less. Fresh beef is highly perishable, and must be disposed of at once. Consumer buying habits do not permit any other course and, therefore, fresh beef can not be held for "a price." Swift & Company's average net profit is only a fraction of a cent per pound from all sources. Such has been true for a long period of years. This profit is so small as to have no appreciable effect upon meat or livestock prices.

The Michigan Live Stock Exchange

St. Johns, Michigan

FARM SERVICE AGENCY


Basis with Concrete

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

One Part Portland, Two Parts River Sand

Concrete is the universal building material.

EVERY 17 MINUTES

We Settle

2 Claims!

That is State Farm Mutual’s experience in insuring 500,000 automobile owners in 50 states against public liability, property damage, collision and uninsured casualty.

Buy Fence of

Known Value

WHEREAS the Farm Bureau-Fair has

agreed to make available to its

members this property

THE ROOTS ARE STORED

FALL-FERTILIZED

THE JOB OUT

FERTILIZE YOUR FRUIT TREES...THIS FALL

with Cyanamid Aerocyanamid

GET THE JOB OUT OF THE WAY OF SPRING WORK

Even though the top is dormant—

THE ROOTS ARE STORING UP NITROGEN AND OTHER PLANT FOODS FOR NEXT YEAR’S USE

FALL-FERTILIZED TREES ARE LESS

SUSCEPTIBLE TO INJURY FROM SPRING FREEZES

Aero Cyanamid is the preferred nitrate of nitrogen for fall use because it is non-leaching and readily available as needed by the tree.

AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY

Atlanta, Ga.

New York, N. Y.

F. S. T. D.

...with Cyanamid Aerocyanamid

OF THE FARMERS

SATURDAY.

Anyone may have an automobile accident. You may have one.

Property damage, collision and other losses.

self as the defendant in a lawsuit for personal and property

interests in accordance with the terms of our policy.

in this strong, legal reserve company.

THE MOTHER EARTH news article is a source of information for farmers and gardeners.

THE PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

One Part Portland, Two Parts River Sand

Concrete is the universal building material.

EVERY 17 MINUTES

We Settle

2 Claims!

That is State Farm Mutual’s experience in insuring 500,000 automobile owners in 50 states against public liability, property damage, collision and uninsured casualty.

Every time you need to replace a motor or a transmission, check out the new State Farm Mutual settlement. For free literature, references and financial standing of Company, contact Solicitors licensed by the Department of Insurance. Policies accepted by Federal Home Loan Bank. 

BEHIND AAA WAR, FARMERS SHOULD REFLECT ON PAPERMEN AS A SOURCE OF INSURANCE

Genuine Fire Insurance Protection

In today's world, where fires are a common occurrence, having the right insurance protection is crucial. A steer made up only of porthouse steaks and rib roasts would be as much of an oddity as a ten-legged horse or a tree that produced nuts, but not apples. It is because there is little of a steer can be cut into rib roasts and porthouse steaks (an average of 20%), and they are lined in such a manner, that they cost considerably more than the less demanded cuts. Only about 53 percent of the average live steer sent to market is meat. Only about 20 percent of the dressed carcass consists of the rib and loin—the parts most in demand. Less than half of this loin is made up of porthouse and club steaks—the choicest parts of all. The choice cuts of beef are in ways to greater demand, while some others move slowly. In order to get rid of all cuts of beef equally well, retailers necessarily maintain a wide range of prices on the various cuts and sell them at prices which will dispose of them promptly. Thus, porthouse steaks may be selling for several times the price per pound of the less demanded portions, which must be priced at a great deal less. Fresh beef is highly perishable, and must be disposed of at once. Consumer buying habits do not permit any other course and, therefore, fresh beef can not be held for "a price." Swift & Company's average net profit is only a fraction of a cent per pound from all sources. Such has been true for a long period of years. This profit is so small as to have no appreciable effect upon meat or livestock prices.

Swift & Company

in daily touch with every meat, poultry and dairy consuming city, town, and village in the United States.
FARM BUREAU FERTILIZERS

Will Pay Profits on Fall Grain and Following Crop Yields

The Harvest Tells the Story

20 to 50 Pounds of fertilizer per acre for wheat not only increases the yield and quality of the wheat to pay the cost of the fertilizer and a nice profit, but the extra yields of alfalfa or clover or other following crop will pay another substantial profit on the fertilizer investment.

FERTILIZER FOR WHEAT TO BE SEEDED in alfalfa or clover should be high in phosphate, fairly high in potash, and have enough nitrogen to help the wheat to a strong start. It is probable to keep up on the State College's Fertilizer Recommendations for wheat and rye for Michigan's various soils and crop conditions. Your county agricultural agent and your Farm Bureau fertilizer dealer have this information.

You'll Like Farm Bureau Fertilizers

Farm Bureau Fertilizers are built of the best materials recommended for producing top yields of high quality crops on Michigan soils. These materials are mixed and thoroughly cured in one of the largest and best equipped fertilizer plants in the country. The Michigan, Ohio and Indiana Farm Bureaus take the entire output of the plant.

Nitrogen in Farm Bureau Fertilizers is guaranteed to be not less than 90% soluble in water. That means it practically all available to the seedlings when you need it most for a vigorous start. Fertilizer nitrogen that's 70% water soluble satisfies State law. Our phosphorus and potash sources are the best. Farm Bureau fertilizers are extra dry, granular and easy to regulate in the drill. They drill perfectly and with even distribution. Ask your Co-op for a Farm Bureau Fertilizer.

Ask Co-ops for Information About the CO-OP SPREADER

The farmlands of America are constantly being expanded. The machinery used in this expansion is continuously being improved. Farmers are demanding bigger, better and still more efficient machinery. The Farm Bureau's Co-op Spreader is the result of this demand.

A First Class Job—That's What You Get. A spreader is only as good as the material it spreads. We believe the Farm Bureau's Co-op Spreader is the best material you can buy.

Flows
Disks
Drags
Cultivators
Planters
Mowers
Rakes
Loaders
Wagons
Tractors

The FARM BUREAU line:

Plows

EXCELLENT, WIDE SPREAD DISTRIBUTOR. Shreds and prejudices manure and spread it in a wide, even blanket. No boundary lines. Well suited to light or heavy soils. Will work loose. Can be replaced in field. No welding. Bearings all self-aligning. Zerk lubrication. TWO HOSES FIT EASILY. Spreader has 60 bushel capacity. Regulates for 1, 8, 12, 12 pounds per acre. Strong, steel construction for light draft. Our lime spreader attachment easily installed.

You Build Your Own Business and Profits when you buy CO-OP implements. See your Farm Bureau dealer for complete information. Farm Bureau machinery is eligible for Farm Bureau membership credits.

FARM BUREAU HAS A COMPLETE LINE of farm machinery, wagons and tillage tools. It will pay you to investigate. Write us about any implement.

Ask For a Free Catalog

KILL WEEDS by complete destruction With ATLACIDE

The ultimate weed killer, used on a large scale in the United States and Europe, is now available in the Delta region for the first time.

ATLACIDE combines the qualities of: Efficacy, Safety, Economy, and Freedom from Residues.

ATLACIDE is only as good as the method of application. This requires a thorough knowledge of weeds and their life history.

FARM BUREAU SERVICES, Inc.

FLY SPRAY

Guaranteed

Live Stock, Comfort

For Cattle, Sheep, Live Stock, Barns, Etc.

FARM BUREAU FLY SPRAYS are made by mixing various insecticides with the proper strength each insect, and are guaranteed to achieve any degree of effect, whether a definite destruction or a mere check-up, according to the instructions on the label and your instructions to the spraying contractor. They are not harmful to man or animals, nor to the crops or trees they are applied to, if used properly.

FARM BUREAU WHEEL-FLY for long range work. In gals, quarts, gallons.

Certified Fall Grains

Certified Wheat and Rye are sold by certified dealers only. They sell at a premium price and are the only ones that will guarantee a top yield. This year's crop, the largest ever, is now available.


Balzar—Hard red winter wheat. Resistant to rust. Two rows. "An Ideal" variety. First class for all purposes.

Hens—Hard red winter wheat. Two rows. "An Ideal" variety. First class for all purposes.

Winter Wheat—Two rows. "An Ideal" variety. First class for all purposes.

Winter Fats—Two rows. "An Ideal" variety. First class for all purposes.

Ask your Co-op or Farm Bureau dealer for these high quality grains.

Ask for Farm Bureau Supplies

See your CO-OP or FARM BUREAU DEALER

Write Us if you have no dealer


MILKMAKER Means Moneymaker

MILKMAKER FORMULAS 15, 24 and 42% Protein

BUY AT YOUR CO-OP ASS'N

Manufactured by FARM BUREAU SERVICES, Inc.

For CO-OP GRAIN DRILL

with Fertilizer Attachment

EXCLUSIVE DISC SPREADER FEATURE of Farm Bureau's Co-op Grain Drill simplifies chores. Cuts trash and penetration hard ground. Has open furrow and de- signed for hard ground as well as packed soil. Retains moisture, improves germination prospects.

DISC BURRS ARE GUARANTEED FOR LIFE. Stiffed, iron spares, 47 inch, with or without cross. Made to last. Lubricated by self feeding lubrication.

WHEELS ARE HEAVY AND STURDY. Iron or wood, 45 inch, with 3 or 4 inch rims. Made to last.

DRILLS GRAIN PERFECTLY. Double run feed. Easily adjusted to sow any amount per acre. Fertilizer feed will do likewise. Drill is equipped with positive fitted feed grain undercenter attachment. Ask your Co-op for a Farm Bureau Fertilizer.